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Abstract. It is shown that the compact topallqkal spaces are precisely the injective spaces 
with respect to a certain class of continuous mappings, namely, t?he class of embeddings of dis- 
crete spaces into the associated ultraspaces. Some remarlcs relat& to this fact are made. 
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compactness injectivity ultraspace 
Given an object Q and a morpjhism f : X + Y in a category @,, one says 
that Q is injective with respect o f if every morphism from X to Q factors 
throughf (and that Q is injective with respect o a class of morphisms if
it ir injective with respect o each morphism in the class). This relation 
induces a Galois correspondence b tween classes of objects and classes 
of moqhisms in e, and various general propkerties of the closed classes 
on each side of this correspondence are known (!;ee [ 7’1); for example, 
the product, if it exists, of injectives is injective. We show that, in the 
catego:y Top of topological spaces =\d continuous maps, the compact 
spaces are precisely the injective spaces with respect o th.e class of drn- 
beddings of discrete spaces into the associated ultraspaces; by the above 
general property of injectives, this will give Tychonoff?; Therorem as a 
corollslry . 
Let Cu be a non-principal ultrafilter on a set D. Define a topology on 
II u Ip}, where p 4 D, by takir:g the set of open sets to be 
P(D)‘u {U u {p); U E ic) and let LF’ denote the resuhting topological 
space; II” could also be described 3s H) together with the point offl~U.I 
corresponding to ?L. Such spaces are called <nori-ptincipaE) uit.~q~ ; 
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one could also consider principal ultraspaces, but _;hey have no utility 
hax and by ‘ultraspace’ we shall mean “non-principal u traspace’. 
Theorem. A topulogicul space X is compact if and only if it is injectirre 
with respect to all D Q D%, D discrete, Dv one of the associated ultra- 
spaces* 
Proof. Suppose that X is compact, that Fis an ultraspace, and that a 
function g : D -+ X is given; we want to extend g to a continuous func- 
tion h : 63% -b X. The closed subsets of X of the form cl g(u), U E 94, 
have the finite intersection property and hence, by the compactness-of 
X, have a point in comimon, g say. Define h : Dq-+ X by la ID = g, 
h(p) = q, Now it is easily verified that a function h : Dq+ X is continuous 
if 2nd only if h(p) E cllh(W) for all I/ E %, from which it follows that 
the h defined here is continuous. 
Now suppose that X is gi--vsn to be injective with respect o each 
D + D% and that 9 is a set of closed subsets of X with thd Finite inter- 
section property; we want to show that n S 0. Let % be an ultra- 
filter containing 9 on the set X. If T is principal, then certainly 
n F# 8, so suppose that V is non-principal. Let XQ+ X be a contin- 
uous extension to XCUof tile identity function from X (,vith the dis- 
crete topslogy) to X (with the given topology). Then h(p) is in every 
cl h(U), c’ E ?c, and in-pirticular in every cl F = F E F ; thus n 9# $9. 
Remarks , 
1. Proofs of Tychonoff’s Theorem are frequently based on some no- 
tion of convergance. What has been used here is the fact that, by means 
of the spa:ces D%(where iir gen;ral % would only be a filter on D), con- 
hrergence b comes internal to Top - surely the preferable approach to 
-G :onvergcnce. 
2. We do not know a good characterization for Top of the continuous 
Itinctions in the cJosure & (in the sense of the above Galols correspon- 
Cence) of the D =-, Dq, still lc-ss which of these functions are essential 
(See [ 1 ] ,; one defines essentiality in terms of the closed class Cc 9 cllf cowrse). 
Nor do WC know whether Top has enough inject&s, that is, whether for 
each topological space X there is a map in e from X to a compact space. 
(;uch an i:njectivity situation is cal ed an injective strtdt*twe by Maranda 
VI) . 
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3. 1 For Hausdorff spaces, compactness may be characterized als injec- 
tivity with respect o further classes of ctintinuous mappings. Every come 
pact Hausdorff space injectivc with respect o the X -4 /3.X’ with X ar- 
bitrary (where by /3X we mean the Stone--&ch compacti’fication fX 
made completely regular To), and if a spa% is injective with respect o 
the D + /VI’s with D discrete, then it is compact (if we can extend from 
I) to @I, then we can surely extend from 0 to each D*). Thus a Haus- 
dorff space is compact if and only if it is injective with respect o the 
X + /3X, where X runs over any class of :;paces containing the. discrete 
spaces. 
In some subcategories ? Jf Top, compactness gives rise to the specid 
type of injectivity situation, called regular by Maranda [71, in which the 
injtictives (= the compact spaces in 7) form a full retiective subcatep(.,ry 
of 7. Since the compact IfauscJo~;ff spaces form a full reflective sub- 
category of Top, with p as the reflection, this will be the case, for examI-. 
ple, when 4 is full in Top, contains only Fiausdorff spaces, and is closed 
ua3er /?. (A question: Do aZE coImpact spaces form a full reflective sub- 
category of Top? Presumably not.) Now for any category 7 with a re- 
flection p to a full subcategory PS, the following statements are eiasily 
seen to hold: p 7 consists of the injectives with respect o the class of 
X + @X’s3 & consists of those X + Y such that 6X + PY is split r~ono, 
X -+ Y is essential if and only if OX + PY is an iso, and the X -+ pJ; 
show that there are enough injectives (injective hulls even); see l?!aran- 
da !7], except for the fact about essentials. (The situation ought per- 
hap:; to be placed in context: Maranda shows how every adjoint p.#air of 
functors 3 + 7, G ---/ F, transfers an injectivity situation on ti to 
one on 9,; we are considering the very particular case in which 3 = PS , 
F = p T 4 7, and G = p, the injectivity situation on 3 being the trivial 
one with everything injective, C = the split monos, and essential = iso.) 
4. Besides compactness, ome other well-known topological proper- 
ties are types of injectivity: being T, is injectivity with respect o the 
single morphism taking the Sierpiriski two-point space to the one-pcrinfe 
space, ra-connectedgess is injectivity with respect o the inclusion ilato 
the n-ball of its boundary. However, we have no general information on 
when a class Q of topological spaces is closed (in the sense of the above 
Galois correspondence again) besides the known necessary condition 
that Q be closed under products and retracts Of course, al2 images, and 
not only retracts, of compact spaces are compzict - the reason for thi:; 
1 The authors are indebted to the referee for his suggestions here. 
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in the prese~~t context is that discrete spaces are clearly projective (= dual 
of injective) with respect o surjectivr: continuous maps: let X + Y be 
sukjectiva continuous with X compact and let D + Y; D being discrete, 
’ this lifts t&D + X, which by the compactness..ofX..extends to DQ -+ X, Vw 
and. ‘the 11% -+ Y resulting by compotitien does extend the given D --, Y, 
so that Y is ccmpact. 
5. It might be of interesf; to shy something in conclusion about the 
axiomatir: status of the above 
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Say that a space is u-compmt 
D r+ D* c Then tlhe 
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